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There are difficulties in harmonizing maps, spatial data and products of maritime spatial plans between countries (or regions) that share the same marine (sub) region. Different zoning elements across borders can have a great
influence on each other. Cross-border governance needs optimal models and tools that provide an agile framework for spatial planning between countries, applying standards, plus a common symbology and data structure.
Solution was developed (*) for harmonization of Maritime Spatial Planning (MSP), applying standards and principles of the European Directive on Spatial Information Infrastructure in Europe 2007/2/EC (INSPIRE).
Figure 1: UML (reduced) overview of the Planned Land Use application schema
Source:  https://inspire.ec.europa.eu/id/document/tg/lu
Figure 3: INSPIRE Data model adaptation for MSP:
VerticalDistributionValue. // Source: **
Figure 4: MSP_Zoning Element: Zoning Element 
extended with HILUCS MSP attribute. // Source: **
Figure 2: HILUCS Extended register – new values (marked with asterisks): 
a) on level 1, Aquaculture and Fishing types (1_4_x )
b) on level 4, maritime Renewable Energy Production types (2_4_4_x )
Figure 5: Styles for the layer
“LandUse.ZoningElement”
These symbols were designed,
based on the HILUCS values,
assigning different colors,
patterns and styles of geometric
frames to each level within his
hierarchical structure. Source: **
Initially, the INSPIRE data model for terrestrial planning (Planned Land Use –Figure 1) was tested to see if it could be applied for
Maritime Spatial Planning. Tests pointed out that the terrestrial data model is robust, and can map MSP’s, but it tends to lose detail
and specific information on marine uses.
Planned Land Use INSPIRE data model was adapted for Maritime Spatial Planning.
The Planned Land Use includes conceptual data model that consists of four features types (Figure 1).
Zoning Element were extended into the MSP_Zoning Element (Figure 4), including two additional attributes:
1. hilucsMSP - describing and classifying maritime zoning activity, applying values of extended Hierarchical 
INSPIRE Land Use Classification System (HILUCS), for maritime zoning. Extended HILUCS is a code list 
on maritime uses (Figure 2), available as a register. 
http://www.geoportal.ulpgc.es/registro/plannedLandUse/HilucsExt/
2. verticalDistribution - model was adapted to 3D introducing within the zoning Vertical Distribution
component, that provides information where the maritime activity is taking part: surface and/or water column
and/or seabed and/or subsoil (Figure 3).
Throughout all the process, for the conceptual data modeling was
used Unified Model Language (UML) is applied. Also the drafting
of a data specification document that provides details on how to
apply the MSP INSPIRE data model (**).
(*) Proyectos Marine Pilot (EC Joint Research Centre 2014-2016), PLASMAR
(INTERREG – V 2017-2020) y MarSP (European Fisheries Fund 2018-2019).
MSP INSPIRE Data model is successfully tested on Madeira MSP
draft version, discussed with MSP and GIS experts, and currently
published as tool for transboundary MSP. Data model has high
potential to be used for the Land Sea interaction analysis and
Cumulative Impact assessment, that will be studied, analyzed and
tested within the new projects.
Styled Layer Descriptor for the MSP INSPIRE Data Model:
In order to harmonize the portrayals, a SLD has been development.
Once the symbology has been designed in QGIS (or imported to
QGIS) (see Figure 5), it was necessary to export the XML format to
the standard SLD format. The SLD is a profile of the Web Map
Service (WMS) Encoding Standard, and both are OpenGIS®
standards. A SLD defines an encoding to allow the users to define a
symbolisation and colouring of geographic feature and coverage
data. (https://www.ogc.org/standards/symbol). Finally, to apply the
style to a map service in a web server must be used a SLD file with
the “style manager” must be imported and will then be available for
use (see Figure 6). MSP SLD and other resources and can be
downloaded (http://www.geoportal.ulpgc.es/marsp/).
Figure 6: Creating and load a Styled Layer Descriptor for MSP INSPIRE Data Model. 
(**) Data Specification for Maritime Spatial Planning INSPIRE Data Model (v1.0)
MarSP Deliverable D.5.1 // DOI: 10.13140/RG.2.2.22269.18402
Figures 7 and 8: Madeira and Islas Canarias Viewers (screenshots). Source:
http://www.geoportal.ulpgc.es/visor2/?json=mspmadeira.json# http://www.geoportal.ulpgc.es/visor2/?json=mspcanarias.json#
